Fruit Daifuku
Nashi pear

Muskmelon

Hamamatsu Star Ruby

Autumn

Spring−Summer

Spring−Summer

Its charm with crunchy

The melon is known as

A Japanese grapefruit

texture,

the king of fruits. The

from Hamamatsu,

refreshing and juicy flesh

Shizuoka Crown Melon is

Shizuoka.

is the speciality.

one of the best melons

Its moderate bitterness

and available only in

makes you addictive.

summer.

Enjoy its beautiful flesh
which is like a ruby jewel.

Fig

Peach

Shine Muscat

Autumn

Summer−Autumn

Summer

The most popular

Its drifting sweet flavor

A green and fresh gem.

Daifuku in our shop. Its

and melting texture

Enjoy its elegant

sweet taste and unique

continues to attract many

sweetness and fresh

texture are loved by our

people.

flavor.

customers.

Peony

Setoka

Apple

Summer

Winter

Autumn−Winter

It is called a black pearl

Setoka is a luxurious

It is popular for its

because of the deep,

orange. It has melting

crunchy texture and

lustrous purple color

texture and mellow flavor

refreshing taste.

which has strong flavor

fulfilling your mouth.

Depending on each

and overflowing juice.

season, you can enjoy a
variety of regions of its
production.

White Jewelry

Persimmon

Pomelo Crystal

Winter−Spring

Autumn

Autumn

White strawberries, grown

The moist, thick

The rich taste with perfect

by Teshima Farm in Saga

persimmon is wrapped.

acidity and a unique

Prefecture. They are rare

Known as a hidden

bitterness.

strawberries which is

popular Daifuku because

The beautifully

made with investment of

of its moderate sweetness

transparent flesh has the

time and effort.

and nostalgic taste.

concentrated flavor.

Watermelon

Gold Kiwi

Mandarin orange

Summer

Spring−Summer

Year-round

A summer seasonal

Its flesh is smooth and

It contains a whole fruit.

tradition with plenty of

golden and have a deeper

The beautiful sun-shaped

juice and perfect

sweetness than green

cross section is also a

sweetness. Please also

kiwis.

recommendation.

Kiwi

Amaou

Benihoppe

Year-round

Winter−Spring

Winter−Spring

It is popular for the

Red, round, big and tasty.

The balanced acidity and

distinctly refreshing sweet

The depth of sweetness

refreshing sweetness fits

and sour taste. Kiwi is

and flavour expands

well with white bean paste

fulfilled with vitamin C

beautifully in your mouth.

and the Gyuhi. This is our

enjoy its crunchy texture.

and also delicious for the
body.

classic Fruit Daifuku.

Ripe Pineapple

Mango

Year-round

Year-round

Filled with a lot of juice and lasting

Mangoes are very popular with women. It

summer aroma creates the harmony

is a unique fruit that has a strong, sweet

between the sweetness and acidity.

taste and tropical texture.

The Best Japanese Sweets are here.

https://instagram.com/benzaiten.daifuku?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=

